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Tradition, practice and rituals in an indigenous setting: tribal
women’s festivals
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ABSTRACT
Festivals are generally celebrated to commemorate either the birth of Gods or Goddesses
or their victory over evil forces. Festivals are mirrors reflecting the religious, social and
cultural life of people. Especially, our Hindu festivals are closely knit with our religious
life. There is hardly any festival without a religious background or significance. Women
and festivals have always entwined together and are inseparable. As Hindu festivals are
mostly religious, women automatically merge with the religious ceremonies during
festivals. They take prominent role in them and there is seldom any festival celebrated
without women having taken main part in it.
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From early times Indian women have enjoyed an honourable place in society and
religious functions. The position of women in the Vedic Age was very high. Though in later
literature and ages woman is termed „wicked‟ and temptress‟, the general Hindu view of
woman has been an exalted one. She was assigned full responsibilities and freedom to rule
her house and discharge her feminine duties.
During festivals all culinary and aesthetic arts come to limelight. Festivals are usually in
honour of a particular God or Goddess and each Deity is propitiated with the particular dish
specially favourite of Him or Her. Like „Puran Poli‟ for Holi and Modak for Ganapati festival.
It is the woman again who rises to the occasion and despite all difficulties outshines in
preparing the innumerable sweets and dishes compulsory for the occasion.
Further, festivals mean opportunity to display all forms of cultural arts ranging from
Rangoli, decorations, music, dance and drama., all of which are given a religious bias, Even
the delicious dishes are to be first offered to the deity.Here women get an opportunity to
reveal their hidden talents.
Dudhi is situated in the Mirzapur district of Uttar Pradesh, District Mirzapur lies some
where between the parallels of 23 52 and 25 32 north latitude and 82 7 and 83 33 east
longitude. The total area of the district is 3,352,320 acres or 5,238 Sq. miles (according to the
Imperial Gazetteer) Mirzapur is thus the largest district in the state with the exception of
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those situated in the Himalayas. The northern part consists of the rich alluvial land in the
valley of the Ganga. The central portion consists of a large plateau about 50 miles long north
to south. The southern portion consists of the little known valley of the Son, and the hilly
area beyond extending for about 50 miles holding the Dudhi. Each of these natural division is
sharply demarkated from the other and each has widely different characteristics.
Consisting as the district does of so many hills its surface naturally presents very great
changes of levels. The highest elevation are of course to the south of Kaimur having an
average record of level of some 1,800 ft, above the sea.
The two chief rivers of the district are Ganges and Son which flow from west to east
accross the northern and central portion of the district respectively. Besides these there are
five medium sized streams namely Belan, Karmnasa, Chandrprabha, Rihand, Kanher and a
host of minor channels.
The barren area not available for cultivation amounts to some 15,39,606 acres of 4,592 of
the whole district.Sometimes back a dense tree growth covered all but the most arid portions
of the upland of district. Except in Chakia Preserves and in the more inaccessible localities
they now contain no timber, the demand for fire-wood and charcoal in the cities of Mirzapur
and Benaras has led to an almost denunciation of the forest, where-ever jungles grow it is
usual to cut it every seven years to meet this demand. The out-skirts of the jungle are
especially poor and thin owing to the recklessness of wood cutters and the former wasteful
system of shifting cultivation. In Dudhi the jungle is divided into protected and nonprotected forest, its total area being returned at approximately 78,876 acres, the former
technically called „rakhat‟ while the latter is known as „kacat‟. In „katat‟ any person is
allowed to go and cut the wood without any hindrance but in „rakhat‟ no body is allowed to
enter. The forests of Dudhi provide rich timber and edible or exportable material like
Catechu Bamboo, Cotton, Mahuwa and Baghal etc. There are also trees yielding useful fluids.
There are hundreds of edible roots which the aboriginal people know and use them in time
of scarcity. The following plants are found in Dudhi forests. Jethkhair, Salai, Abnus, Persidh,
Shisam, Rohina, Bigaisa, Sanam, Aula, Paras, Karam, Bair, Bahra, Jugna, Mapulan, Kusum,
Kuria etc.
Wild animals abound in these forests. Tigers, leopards, hyaena, jackals and foxes are still
met within plenty, they have apparently became shy and less numerous than before. The
number of tigers is not very large. Rhinocerous and wild elephants are no longer found.
Dudhi is considered to be a good place for Shikar, and the lovers of sport frequent it during
certain season. Hunting has been considerably restricted by the forest authorities. The forests
also contain panthers monkeys, wolves wild dogs and boars. Rivers are full of fish.
Crocodiles are not plentiful though big rivers like Kanhar contain a few.
The land scape of Dudhi is one of the most pictursque and it has been described as
Kashmir of the sough. The people in this tract are some of the most backward people in the
province. Their poverty is froverbial and even in these days of a substantial number of them
have to defend on Mahwa for their evening meal.
The area is rich in minerals and has got vast potentialities of development, but it has
remaind backward on account of the difficulty of communication. During the rainy season
communication with the out side world is abruptly interrupted.
HISTORY
There are a number of prehistric caves in the hill ranges, and stone implements of
Neolithic age are found at places and caves which also contains rock paintings. No
description of this place is found in Chinese Pilgrims. According to tradition, Bhars were
original inhabitants of the tract near Ganga. They were conquered by the Seoris who held the
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fortress of Chunar up to the twelfth century. Kols occupied that portion of pargana
Sakateshgarh which is now known after them as Kolna.
Kharwars held the parganas Singrauli, Agauri and Bijaigarh. Gradually with the rise of
Rajput the principalities of Agori, Singrauli and Bijaigarh went over to them. The Pattans do
not seem to have much influence in the tract south of Son. Only Chunar figures prominently
in the Moghal history. Raja Balwant Singh of Benaras when he became powerful brought
Singrauli under his sway and imposed a sum of Rs. 701/- on Singrauli to pay Raja of Agori
Barhai. The province of Benaras which then included the entire present district of Mirzapur
was transferred to the British as the result of treaty between Shah Alam and the East India
Company. The directors of the company however refused to ratify it. Raja Balwant Singh was
succeeded by Chet Singh who was defeated by Sir warren Hastings and a treaty was
arranged in 1775. The entire areas now comprised in Mirzapur district, was then transferred
to the company.
Pargana Dudhi along with Agori and singrauli was included in the kingdom of Baland
Rajas of the 12th century and passed with them into the hand of Chandel usurpers about
1310 A.D. The Chandels were ejected about 1450 A.D. by the Kharwars only to regain
possession under Oran Deo a few years latter. The Chandels retained their hold on Dudhi
Deo a few years latter. The Chandels retained their hold on Dudhi Agori and Barhar for
about two centuries though a Benbansi chieften managed to set up a semi-independent rule
in Singrauli. The next that is heard of Dudhi is in the seventeenth century when one Bariar
Sah who called himself a Rakhsel Rajput settled at pulwa and built a fort there. He seems to
have hold on tappas Dudhi. Pulwa ana Barhar for a brief period. About 1650 A.D. till he was
dispossessed by the Bhuiya chief of Nagar Untari at palamau the Bhuiyas appear to have
divided the country into „Badhas‟ and „Pacnauras‟ or manners of twelve and five villages
respectively. Meanwhile the Benbansis of singrauli who had been ejected by the Chandels
managed to regain their possession under Dario and Dalel Singh. Dario slew his brother and
took his territory of Singrauli including Duahi. He was succeeded by his son Faklr Shah who
assumed the title of Raja and made himself practically independent of the Chandels of Agori
Barhar, though he appears to have paid them tribute as a vassal when Balwant Singh ejected
the Chandels. Fakir Shah was forced to pay him tribute and the Dudni tappas passed
nominally into the nands of British after Chet Singh's expulsion in 1781 A.D. The tappas of
Dudhi were at first so little known that they remained for years a kind of debateable land
between the Benaras and Bihar sarkars, and by the careful management of the Singrauli Raja
they were omitted from general settlement in 1789-90. During the intrigues and struggle of
Angori and Singrauli Rajnas the propritorship of Dudhi actually remained in the hands of
the Bhuiyas, but in 1808 the Singrauli Raja got himself appointed their manager and by 1830
he secured undisputed control over them. So far the tappa has been almost totally
overlooked by British administrators and this might nave gone on indefinitely had not the
dispute between the Bhuiyas and the Rajah been brought to the notice of the Government by
the out breaks of violence. In 1897 Mr. Roberts was sent to inquire into the rights of the
people, and in the course of the inquiry the causes through which the tappas had been kept
free of assessment became known. In 1851 formal proceedings were instituted under
Regulation II of 1819 (a regulation providing for the assessment of lands that for any reason
had escaped settlement) to be decided whether Dudhi was or was not included in the
permanent settlement. The result was that all the tappas were declared to be at the absolute
disposal of Government. The next step taken by the Singrauli Raja was to claim that a
settlement should be made with him as proprietor. The question was not decided till 1856,
when the Government made known its intention of holding the tappas under Kham or direct
management the Raja being granted as an act of grace an allowance (malikana) of 10 per cent
on the collection.
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AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRY
Agriculture though an important industry is not in a flourishing condition. About 10 per
cent of the total area is cultivated, 2 per cent is irrigated. Soil being poor not all fields can
support permanent cultivation. Residents are found to practice permanent cultivation by
leaving land follow for two or three years.

Fertility of the soil varies from tappa to tappa. The river banks are fertile and black loamis
found in abundance. Away from rivers the day is more and more mixed with sand till we get
near the hills less of clay and more of stones, so that even ploughing is difficult. Water is
scarce for the rivers like Kanhar, Rihand, Bichi, Lahuwa and many rivulets that get supply of
water from them do not carry water throughout the year. Sinking of well is a hazardous
process and an expensive affair. The average depth at which water is found is considerable
and before it is reached often granite rocks appear and boring operation becomes difficult in
the extreme. The rains are not evenly distributed and the nature of soil makes it difficult for
the moisture to be absorbed by it. The absence of irrigation facilities and nature of soil
combine to make the farming a risky adventure.
A variety of grains are produced in Dudhi though the aboriginal population restrict their
cultivation to only two or three of them. The Koiries and Kunbies are the two most important
agricultural castes in this area and it is through them that the process of cultivation,
manuring irrigation etc. have been introduced among the backward tribes and castes. The
aboriginal cultivator in his natural environment knows little about the advantage of mixed
sowing and the importance of different crops and their rotation.
CLIMATE.
The winter temperature in Dudhi is quite low but the summer is extremely hot. The rainy
season extends over a quarter of the year and the rainfall averages about 95". There has been
a considerable reduction in the rainfall during last few decades. Ordinarily the temperature
here varies from 109F in June to 28F in December showing extreme climatic conditions.
During the rains the stream becomes swelling rivers and the tribes believe that the river in
spate indicates the festival of some river dwelling spirits and their dances to celebrate it.
PUBLIC HEALTH.
With the exception of a few localities where fever is always rife the district may be
considered normally a healthy one. The local returns correspond closely with Provincial
averages. From 1901 to 1907 the recorded annual mortality was 35,403 or 32.31 per thousand.
Malaria easily heads the list of diseases in order of virulance. Venereal diseases and skin
diseases follow it closely. In fact venereal diseases has so thoroughly impaired human
vitality as to make it an easy prey for any disease. Scarcity of water leads to skin diseases.
EDUCATION.
The main difficulty is poverty. The parents attach an economic value to their children.
This explains the reason why they do not like the idea of sending their wards to school. The
alternative value of the children considered in term of services rendered at home is
considered to be greater than education. In spite of the fact there are quite a number of
educated persons in Dudhi. Some have passed even High School or some times Intermediate
examination. There is an Inter college in Dudhi proper apart from one primary school.
Neighbouring villages have also got primary schools and sometimes middle school.
ABORIGINALS.
The primitive tribes chiefly consists of Majhi, Kharwar, Gond, Dhamiar, Chero, Panika,
Baiswar, Bhuiya, Dharkar, Bhurlia, Agaria, Baiga priest, Pathari, Parahia, Gnusia and Koii.
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There appears to be a concentration of primitive tribes in pargana Agori. Next comes the
64 villages of pargana Bijaigarh. The number of aboriginals in Pargana Dudhi and Singrauli
is not excessive. The aboriginals are scattered all over the tracts and have no fixed and
specific areas of habitation. They consider themselves to be low caste Hindus. None or these
tribes nave any rigid tribal organisation probably they are mostly immigrants and none
except a few boast or being autochthonous of the localities inhabited by them. Only a few of
the tribes are inflused with the ramnants of totemistic ideology. Kols who form the greater
part of the aboriginals in this tract have no totemistic sects now but nave under the influence
of Hinduism adopted division into seven endogamous gotras. Majhis are also divided into
five exogamous subdivision, but have still retained their totemistic septs. They are however
free from the influence of Brahmanism and follow their own rituals involving exorcism of
ghosts which is conducted by the Baiga the mere peaceful aspect of the domestic ritual being
in the hands of Patari. Bayars haves been classed as a separate tribe but in their religious
observances or social life they are not different from Chamars. The Gonds of the tract do not
possess the same characteristic as those or their class in central Provinces. Dharkars are
actually a subcaste of eastern Doms. They still retain their totemistic traditions with regard to
the bamboo which they hold sacred. They however call themselves Hindus though they
alone of ail other tribes have a strong tribal council and very seldom go to the courts of law.
Kharwars, Binds, Dharkars, Pankyar, Baiswar and Bhuiyas go to the extent of calling
themselves caste Hindu.
Though the various tribes have their own respective godlings they stand on a common
basis in their veneration for Deohar which is a sort of temple containing a chain at the end of
which there is attached a strap used for expulsion of evil spirit. Another common element is
exorcise of spirits and demons through the Baiga and Ojhas. The rest or their religious ritual
is not different from the low caste Hindus. None of the tribes have any customs or religious
beliefs which may come into conflict with the laws followed elsewhere in the Province.
The tribal population of Dudhi represents various levels of thoughts and actions beliefs
and rites while various degrees of liberty characterise their spiritual code. Their trends are
generally noticeable. Tribes like the Agharias who own clan goes to whom they periodically
offer prayers and sacrifices, but have begun to rename them, borrowing terms from their
more advanced compatriots. They worship their clan goddess in garb of Lohasur Devi,
sometimes miscalled Durga, but their tribal practices as to sacrifice still remains. A she goat is
sacrificed along with burnt offerings of gur and ghee and curd or its preparation. Tribes like
Korwas who are on evil days still claim allegiance to their great clan god Raj Chandol, but
their interest is more concentrated on propitiating the evil spirits they know by the legion or
those whom their shrewd neighbours force on them in order to exploit them with their help.
Thus when the days warm up and hot wind begins to blow and out-door work becomes
difficult and hazarduous the Cheros picture the fire eating goddess A-ngar Mata, as riding a
chariot which is wheeled round and round the sky to spread fire which settles as excessive
heat below. It is the Cheros who can negotiate with the destrictive agent and the Korwas and
other tribes must approach the Chero baiga with gur ghee and goat if necessary.
Again there are tribes like the Majhwar, the Kharwar and the Cheros who own their tribal
gods along with a long number of beneficent and evil spirits and godlings.
The aboriginals of Dudhi live interpersed over the whole area side by side with caste
Hindus and have learnt in course of time to adopt themselves to one level of low caste
Hindus. They follow occupational pursuits on the lines of those or the scheduled caste
people. Kols, Manjhis and Kharwars are mostly ploughmen a few having land of their own.
Bayars are mainly cultivators of rice and their principle occupation is the construction of
tanks and mud walls. Binds are for the most part agricultural labourers. They also work on
fishing, well sinking, mat and basket making and preparing saltpetre. Dharbars make cane
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and bamboo articles. The usual occupation of Bhuiyas is cutting wood and collecting silk
worms, lac and other jungle products. Agarias are mostly iron forgers.
These primitive tribes have practically given up their own dilects and have adopted
Baghelia variety or eastern Hindi. They have no system of civil right peculiar to themselves
and autogenistic to the system of rights and duties recognized and followed elsewhere.
The trides of this area are not at a very low level of culture. They have gradually mixed
up with Hindus and have begun to adopt their social manners and customs.
Dudhi which is a Tehsil for administrative purpose is divided into four Tappas viz.
Pulwa, Gonda, Bajia and Adhaura. The chief town of pargana lies approximately at 24 13 N
and 83 15 E, about two miles west of Kanhar river. It is at a distance of 95 miles south east
from Mirzapur and 45 miles South east from Robeartsgunj. It is connected to the north by the
roads running to Chopan via Hathianala or Pannuganj via Kon and Aligarh. Dudhi has an
area of 607 sq. miles i.e. 3,98,983 acres. It is the most important place to the south of the Son.
In 1901 it had a population of 1779 persons of these 1078 were Hindus, 299 were Muslims
and 452 belonged to other religions predominently the Christianity. It is a flourishing place;
has a Post Office, a Police Station, a Dispensary, an Inspection Banglow, a cattle pond and the
Sub-registrar‟s Office etc. It is also the centre of a Community Project Scheme. Apart from a
weekly market there is in Dudhi a regular market also with few shops of general
merchandise and cloth etc. Dudhi has an establishment of London Missionary Society too,
known as Dudni Mission. The population of Dudhi has not increased in the same ratio as in
other parts of the district. From 1881 to 1931 there has been an increase from 40,670 to 59,187.
Much of the increase is accounted for by the flow of immigrants into the Tehsil.
DESCRIPTION OF THE VILLAGE JABAR
The village Jabar is situated at a distance of one mile to the east of Dudhi. It is a village
having compact settlement, and a population of 546 persons of which 252 are males and 274
are females (according to a census done by us in December 1955).
According to the U.P., Government census of 1952 the population of Jabar was 496. This
shows that the population of Jabar has increased by 50 since 1952. Details of the census are
given below.
Total number of caste and tribes Total number of families Total number of males Total number of females Total population-

10.
78.
252
274
526.

According to the Patwari Jabar has and area of 445 Bighas of which an area of 389 Bighas
is cultivable. But according to the Tehsil people its total area is 402 Bighas 4 Biswa and 7
Biswansi or 259.77 arces or 402½ Bighas in all, of which an area of 389 Bighas is cultivable. If
we take the latter data as correct then each individual has and holding of .7647 Bigha of
which .7384 bighas are cultivable.
At the time of our stay at that place (i.e. December 1956) we could find crops of Pea,
gram, rice and braley. Barley was most common crop. The water for the purpose of irrigation
was mainly taken out from wells we could see here and there a few trees of guava, banana,
mango, and papaya also. There were one or two small groves of mango and guava. No
flower tree in the village was, however, visible.
VILLAGE SETTLEMENT
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Settlement of village is of a compact nature. Kalwars and Manjhis form bulk of the village
population. In status the Kalwars are higher to the Manjhis. Clustures of houses are shown in
the map which will give an idea of the village settlement clearly
THE PEOPLE
The people of Jabar are divided into four tribes and six castes. Chero, Manjhi and Bhuiya
and Patari are included in the former division and the latter division consists of Gosain,
Kalwar, Kahar, Ahir, Teli and Lohar. Gosain have the highest social status among the people
of the village. Traditionally they are two generations higher even to the Brahmans.
Agriculture is the main occupation of the people but some, for example the Manjhi,
Bhuiya derive their subsistence from the manufacture of ropes and brooms. The tribal people
posses very little or/some times no land. It appears that under economic duress they had
been mortagaging their holdings and consequently the bulk of them have passed into the
possession of the richer people i.e. the Kalwars.
The level of education in this village is terribly low, although there are a few matriculates.
A Manjhi youth is a matriculate. Another Kalwar boy is a student of class nine. Two men
have passed the Vernacular Middle Examination. There is a Kalwar woman , Kamla who has
read up to the eighth class in a Government Institution and has also been to some Gandhi
Ashram. Children of several families, are reading in the Primary School.
There is a school in the village, established under the Community Project for adult
women. Kamla is a teacher in that school and she gets a salary of Rs.20/- per month. But
adult women generally do not go to the school. Few teen aged girls, a few young married
ones, and a woman, of 25 years, come to attend the school. While some parents are anxious
to educate their sons and daughters others are quite indifferent or do not like the idea of
educating their children at all. I met a boy hardly 10 years of age, who told me that he did not
go to school because studies do not suit him, and that he fells ill whenever intended to go to
school. Believes of this type are not uncommon in the village.
Following is a brief description or the four tribes of this village. It may be remarked here
that these, as also the other tribes of Dudhi were included under scheduled castes in the
Censes of India District population Statistics U.P. Mirzapur District 1952.
BHUIYA
They are a Dravidian Tribe and claim descent from the sons of “rishies” Bhad and
Mahesh. They accordingly call themselves Rishasan Bhuiyas. A Mirzapur legenal asserts
their Kinship with the Musahars and Bhulnhars but they themselves claim to be a distinct
trite. But it is very difficult to distinguish them from the latter in as much as they have close
affinities, with them. The Bhuiya call themselves Hindus. Their chief deity is “Kali, a Hindu
Goddess, who has doubtless succeeded some aboriginal Goddess. They also worship the
village God and Dharti Mata. They have a special tribal hero named "Nadu Bir”. Most
Bhuiyas are ploughmen, but some are makers of catechu and are hence known as khairahas.
They are quite industrious simple and confiding people.
CHERQ
The Chero belong to the Dravidian stock and are probably a branch of the well known
Kol tribe with whom they enjoy connubium. As they exist today the Chero are a stratum of
labourers and cultivators but in the district of Shahbad bhey are said to have once been rulers
of the country extending from the Ganges to the hills which form the boundaries of South
Behar including the entire extent of the country in the patana division south of the Ganges.
They entered Palamau in 1612 A.D. and ruled that district for nearly 200 years till they were
expelled by the British. Their last two famous men were robbers named Nora and Kora. Tne
Cheros vary in colour but are usually of a height brown complexion. They nave a
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conspicuously high cheek, obliquely set small eyes, broad noses and large mouths with
protuberant lips. In Mirzapur they are popularly known as Baigas.
PATARI
These are really a branch of Majhwar tribe. They and the Majhwars claim descent from
seven brothers the youngest of whom was compelled to become a family priest. The word
patari is synonymous with Pradhan and denotes also a sept of the Raj Gonds of Central
Province among whom it performs functions similar to those of Patari of Mirzapur. A
Majhwar must be attended as his priest by a patari of the same sept as his own. As a result of
this arrangement the parishioners or constituent of a patari are scattered over a large area
and they have to under-take long journeys in order to pay their periodical visits. Although
the Pataries are the family priests of Manjhwar their social position is much lower to that of
latter. No Majhwar will eat with them or drink water from their hands. Patari is moreover
looked upon with contempt as a begger and is discredited because he accepts the clothes and
other belongings of the deceased which are offered him in the belief that the deceased will
receive them in the other world.
MADHWAR
They are indifferently called Majhis and Gond Majhwars. The name is derived from the
Sanskrit word „Madhya‟, which means middle. The Majhwar means therefore the holders of
middle lane, or more probably leader or headman. The Majhwars have a Gond like
appearance, their heads being broader and their noses coarser than those of the Kols and
Pankhas. Their tradition points to their western origin and fixes the date of their immigration
into the district about 1650 A.D. As they themselves inform they come from a series of forts
along the line of western Vindhya and Kaimur ranges. They still maintain their connection
with their native land by occasional pilgrimages to Shrines at Saangarh and Marwagarh
(both in Bilaspur). According to one of their legends when Ramchandra broke the famous
bow at the court of Janak the king of Videh and Mithila, its pieces fell into four places one of
which on the banks of Narbada is still regarded as a site for pilgrimage. Their connection
with Gonds is further kept up by the common worship of the national deities Burha Deo and
Ningo and his attendant Baghiya and they say that there are a temple and image of these
tribal gods at their place of pilgrimage on the Narbada. In Mirzapur however Ningo resides
either in the common village shrine deohar or in some ancient Sal tree which no Manjhi will
cut or injure.
The Manjhis are divided into five exogamous subdivision known as Poiya, Tekam or
Tekma, Marai, Oike or Waika and Olk each of which included a number or totemic septs and
is said to have been derived from a Gond who and five sons. As regards religion they are still
in a great measure free from the yoke of Brahmanism. The exorcism of ghosts and evils the
discovery of witches and the like are in the hand of the Baiga while domestic ceremonies
dare in the hand of the patari. The do not worship all ghosts but believe that all diseases are
due to them. Many curious stories attach to ghosts. Thus Turkin is said to be a Mohammedan
female ghosts who lives in the jingle hill south or the son and Barwat a small ghost who lives
in Andi hills are sister and brother. They rule over all mountain ghosts in that part of the
country in a stream called sukandas a tributary of kanhar on sargiga boundary there is a
deep water hole supposed to be unknown depth. In the middle of which is a mound on
which grows a kurlu tree. When ghost become troublesome the ojha researches for a piece of
deer horn in the jungle and hammers it into the tree by stone. By this magical performance he
is supposed to have shut up the ghost. There is another river named Kwasa in Sarguja which
is also infested with water ghosts. The baiga tries to profitiate them by offering sacrifices so
that they may not visit the village, release epidemic or do the harvest any harm. In Sarguja
there are two caves one on the Martha and other on the Banka hills. In the former lives a male
deity called Mahadanider and in the latter lives a demon of the Dano species. Her name is
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unknown but she brings diseases and misery and is of a very violant temper. On the Ahlor
hill in Saruja lives the ghost of an „Ahir‟, a malevolent godling while his wife leaves on the
Jhoba hills in the same locality. Similarly on Maura hills in Singrauli lives a demon named
Dariapat Deo and on the Chanpur hills in Dudhi Mirg Rani and Kota Rani. A similar deity
worshipped by Manjhi is a Raj Chandol. In common with Korwas and many other tribes of
this part the Manjhis venerate Karam tree and have a dance connected with it.
The following chart shows the list of festival datewise and monthwise, celebrated by the
people of Jabar.
Name of Month

No.

Name of Festival

Chaitra

1.

Navami – Shukla Navmi

Vaishakh

2.

Tritya – Shukla Tritya

Jeth

3.

Beeso – Shukla Beechmi

4.

Ekadashi – Shukla Ekadashi

5.

Nagpanchami – Shukla Panchami

6.

Rakshabandhan – Poornima

7.

Asthami – Krishna Asthami

8.

Teej – Shukla Chaturdashi

9.

Krama – Shukla Ekadashi

10.

Ananta – Shukla Chaturdashi

11.

Jutia – Shukla Ashthami

12.

Dashahra – Shukla Dashmi

13.

Diwali – Amawas

14.

Gai Darh – Pariva

15.

Gaudhan – Dweej

16.

Chat – Shukla Chat

Magh

17.

Chauth – Shukla Chauth

Phagun

18.

Teras – Dark Teral

19.

Holi – Poornima

Savan

Kwar
Kartik

Kalwaras and the other castes of the village celebrate all of these festivals. The tribals
sometimes celebrate all sometimes few and sometimes none except Karma. Karma is their
most important festival. Ananta and Jutia are comparatively common among the tribals.
Few of the festivals in the above list like Teej, Karma, Jutia, Godhan, Chhat and Cahuth
are typically women festivals. We will give detailed description of each in the next chapter.
The festivals and ceremonies can be analysed into certain broad categories. Some of the
festival it will be seen, indicate ancestor worship mixed with nature worship. There are
defined partriarchs who may not have been the heads of their line. The story of Maha
Shivarathre (dark tears of Phalgun) reproduces in a modified from ancestor worship and
worship of nature.
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Some festivals seem to be based on changes of season, and others on natural phenomena.
Diwali and Holi represent the death and resurrection of the season. Shivaratri marks the
night on which Mrig Constellation (or Orion of the west) is seen in its best aspect.
The third catagory includes festivals which have mythological and historical basis. These
are the birthdays or different heroes, or some important day of the life of such Heroes.
Janmashthami and Dashahra are examples.
The next catagory includes numerous „Vart‟ (fast) for the special use of women such as
Jutia Karma, Chauth Chhath Teej and Godhan.
There may be another category which includes special stories like Satya Narayan Katha.
Another type involves bathing for ceremonial purification or remission of sins committed
in this life as well as in previous lives.
Apart from these there are few ceremonies designed to bring the force of nature under
control. In a village (Jabar) where life and prosperity of the people depend on timely and
ample rainfall, worship and sacrifices ensure an adequate supply of rain. The rites consist of
Puja offered to God „Indra‟ jointly by the villate members. It is superintended by Brahman.
Navami:- Ninth day of the bright half Chaitra:
The Puja is generally performed before sunrise. Shitla Mata is worshiped. There is a piece
of silver with an image of Shitla Mata engraved on it. This is called „Sirjania‟, and is worn
round the neck by women and children.
„Supari‟ (betel nut) and a piece of copper, a pice preferably are kept in a „Kalsa‟ (Jug)
which in filled with water. A leafy mango twig is placed on it and above all these is placed a
„Tohari‟ (plate like structure made of clay) filled with rice gram and „Gur‟. A candle is burnt
near it. The „Sirjania‟ covered by a new yellow thread is also kept near by. Then „Aipan‟
(Solution of grinded rice and turmeric) is sprayed over it and vermilain is applied. Seven
pairs of „Prasad‟ are offered. The Prasad consists of, „Thekua‟ „Sohari‟ or „Halwa‟ „Sohari‟
„Hom‟ of „Gur‟ and „ghee‟ us performed and the following verse is recited.
O „Shitla‟ mother you have come full and prosperous you must go leaving all things
Go after spitting
Relieve us from disease, and leave me
I am begging and spreading my „Sari‟ before you.
The festival seems to be connected with the disease of small-pox. The above verse clearly
indicates this things. This is type of disease which villagers attribute to the disfavour of
Godess „Kali Mai‟. Patients stricken with this disease are never allowed to take medicine.
Certain taboos are strictly observed during the period of the disease. As long as the disease
lasts no person of the patients family goes to the house of any other person nor others come
to the patient‟s house. The taboo is probably connected with the idea of infection.
On the festival of „Naumi‟ annual prayers are offered to 'Shitla‟ Mai‟ so that the disease
may not break out in the ensuing year and all the infection and germs may go out of the
house.
Most of the children and ladies of the village Jabar may be seen wearing this „Sirjania‟
round their necks.The worship is performed by the married women.
TRITIYA : - Third day of the bright half of ‘Vaishakh’

Thekua – Pua in Hindi.
Sohari – Puri in Hindi
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This festival is connected with agriculture and obviously only those families celeberate it
whose occupation is agriculture.
It is believed that „Sagun‟ of this day will ensure better yield. On this day bullocks are
anointed with ghee and are worshipped with flower etc. Then the male members of the
house go to their field and perform the „Sagun‟. The ceremony consists of pulling the plough
five times. No other work is done this day.
Women have no role to play in this festival except that they prepare special dishes.
Kachcha food is not taken on this day. Pakha food along with sweets etc. is therefore
prepared For the rich it is a day of feast also.
BBESO Fifth day of bright half of the month of Vaishaka On this day prayers are offered to family gods. Every household in the village hasa raised
structure which is thought to be the abode of family gods. This place is regarded as secred
and is generally prohibited for outsiders. No out-sider is allowed to see it.
Seven jugs (made of clay) are filled with gram or some other grains, but gram is
preferred. These jugs are then covered with clay cups filled with Satua , gur and khatai. After
that these jugs are kept near the family god and „hom‟ of gur and ghee is offered.
All this worship must be done before taking any food. Alms are offered to Brahmans.
Stua and price are specially offered on this occasion.
The use of salt is strictly prohibited on this occasion. All the male and female members of
the family participate in the ceremony.
The festival usually comes off after harvesting when the farmer‟s graineries are full.
Therefore, they offer grains to their family gods and utilize them as „Prasad‟. This festival too
therefore seems to have an agricultural significance.
Nagpanchami : - Fifth day or bright half of the month of Savan- The day is meant for the
worship of „Nag deota‟ (Serpant). Clay figures of nag are prepared and worshipped. Milk
and „lava of dhan‟ are offerred with other fruits, sweets and flowers available at the time.
Worship is done before taking any food. „Puja‟ is done by women only.
The day is also a feast day. Several dainties are prepared. „Sewain‟  is a special dish taken
on this day, but Pukka food is also prepared.
In the afternoon lovers of wrestling assemble at some place and give a show of their
strength. For all practical purposes it is treated as a rest day and ploughing is not done on
this day.
An old woman told me a story connected with the origin of this festival. There was a
farmer who was ploughing his field. The plough accidentally entered a hole in which there
lived some young ones of snakes. They were crushed to death. When their mother returned,
and saw blood stains on the plough she sent to the home of the farmer. There she bit every
member of the family, killing them all. She also went to the house of the farmer‟s daughter‟
(married). There she found her engaged in the worship of Nag deota. She waited until the
girl finished the prayer. In the mean time she dipped herself in the sandal wood paste which
was lying near the stool on which figures of snake were drawn. She drank the milk and ate
the parched grain placed before the stool as offerings. She was satisfied and her anger
subsided. She then stood before the girl and asked her whose daughter she was. On being




Satua- Flour of parched gram or parched barley
Sewain –Prepetation of milk sugar and sewain
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told she confessed that she had killed that family. The girl prayed that they may be restored
to life. The snake mother gave her some nector. The girl went to her father's house, put a
drop in the mouth of each of her relations and restored them to life.
Since that time it became a custom that on the fifth day of Savan there shall be no
ploughing operations, no vegetables shall be cut from the fields and Nag deota should be fed
with milk. The custom is still observed.
RAKSHABANDHAN:- Full moon day of Savan. - On this day Brahmans go round the
village and bind a 1Rakhi1 or amulet made of silk or; cotton thread round the wrist of each
and every member of the family. In return the Brahman is offered money whose amount
varies from family to family. Rakhi is tied round the wrist of brothers by their sisters also as a
charm protecting them from evil during the year. Hence the name rakhi from raksha,
meaning protection.
According to the village folk the festival has a great significance. When anyone binds
rakhi, round somebody's wrist the latter is bound by duty to give some compensation to the
former either in the shape of money (in case of Brahman) or in shape in protection (in case of
sister).
This festival has got a social significance determining the interrelation between brother
and sisters and Brahman and other castes. By tradition there are four main festivals Holi,
Diwali, Dashahra and Rakshabandhan. Rakshabandhan is the chief festival of Brahman,
Dashara of Kshatriyas, Diwali of Vashyas and Holi of Shudras.
ASHTMI or JANMASHTAMI: - Ashtmi of dark half of the month of Bhadon.- The whole
day of Ashtmi is a fast day. Sometimes even water is not taken the whole day long. But
generally phalhar like Halwa of Teekhur, fruits, curd, milk and milk products are taken.
„Jhanki‟ is decorated and in the night at 12 P.M. birth of Lord Krishna is celeberated by
cutting a „Khira‟, Bells are rung, and prasad is offered to the image of Lord Krishna. Other
things like flower etc. are also offerred. Sohar  is sung by the women and after this, fast is
broken by taking prasad first.
Krishn is regarded as the eighth incarnation of Vishnu. His maternal uncle Kans was told
by Divine Echo that his sister Dewki would give birth to a son who would kill him. On
further enquiries from astrologers he learnt that the eighth boy born to her would be that
one. He put his sister and her husband Yasudev behind prison bars. They were closely
watched and each child as soon as it was born was killed by the king. The eighth one was
saved and this became the hero of Mahabharat.
Janmashtmi is the birthday of Lord Krishna. Men as well as women, young boys and girls
all keep fast on this day and celeberate the birthday. The fast is kept, according to them, for
the sake of devotion only.
TEBJ or KAJRI Tritiya of Bhadon. In Jabar this festival is celeberated only
by the
Gosains and no other caste or tribe. This is a typical women festival observed for the long life
of the husband. This fast according to a folktale was for the first time kept by Parvati for
getting Shiva as her husband. She succeeded in her effort and Shiva accepted Parvati as his
wife. This was the fruit of this vrat.
Married women keep fast on this day. They go to river to take bath and enjoy the day
swinging and singing a particular song known as Kajri.
Kajri:

Sonar - A type of song sung on the occasion of the birth of a male child.
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The city of Benaras has electric connections
O lord, I am not seeing the light
Let it not be known to my mother-in-law or sisterin-law or brother-in-law
I beg of you please take me home
Which day you will proceed tell me I am not seeing the light.
Next morning the fast is broken after performing the „Hom‟ of gur and ghee. Males do not
participate in this festival.
GODHAN Second day of bright half of Kartik: This festival is celeberated only by those women and girls who have brother. The ritual is as
follows. Early in the morning winnowing basket is beaten and the dirt of the house is cleaned
and thrown away. Care is taken that no outsider may see it. A-after this bath is taken and the
ceremony of 'Kanta Sarapna' is performed in the following way.
The woman will say:Whether snake has bitten or scorpian has stung
My brother went to school And there he died
By kichaing Jaura Eaaura he will come up.
and then will touch a thorn in hey tongue and shall say.
From which mouth I abused
I shall prick the thorn of rangaili in the same mouth.
After this yarn is spun out of cotton from charkha or from hand and it is said that;
Slowly and slowly I am moving the charkha Sff brothers it is continuing.
As the yarn is continuing so my brothers should continue
On yarn don't break, my brother may livelong
This is prayer for the long life of brother. After this a chauk is prepared from cowdung.
Parched grain are scattered along its sides. A brick is kept in the middle. All the thorns used
in Kanta Sarapna ceremony are kept on this brick. And this brick is broken by giving a blow
from four „Lathies‟ and one 'Moosar' (mace). The following is recited.
I am crusting the Jaura Bhaura
I am breaking on dark night
I am crushing my brothers enemies.
Sisters then give the parched gram and gur to their brothers. In return brothers offer them
few pice. Sisters sing the following songs.
Brother is going out a hunting
Sister is blessing him
My brother shall live long
May orotner oeget a son
Then he will invite his sister.
This song is again a prayer for the long life of brother. After the puja is over only then food is
taken.This festival clearly shows the attitude of sisters towards their brothers. It has got a
social significance.
CHAUTH- Fourth day of the bright half of the month of Magh :This is also a typical women festival. It is celeberated by married women only. Figures
Gaur and Ganesh are kept on a wooden Pirha along with fruits flowers etc. Aipen is sprayed
and vermilion is applied. „Argh‟ to moon is offered. Issueless women will offer „Argha ‟ of
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water, and women who have children will offer „Argha‟ of milk and water, thrice milk and
twice water. A thali is placed below the hands and milk or water is poured from above that it
may fat into the thali. This liquid is thrown over the roof of the house. „Phalahar‟ is taken.
There is a story connected with this festival. There was a Bahujai who had a 'Nanad'. Both
wanted to keep fast on „Chauth‟. They went to take clay in the jungle. Both of them asked
each other to dig out the clay. The 'Nanad' had ultimately to do the digging. While digging
she unconsciously spoiled some eggs which belonged to Shiva mai. The Mai became very
angry when she saw her broken eggs and said “I shall eat either the „Nanad‟ or the
„Bhaujjai‟”. The „Bhaujai‟ thereupon replied “You had better eat me up because if I die only
my parents will weep but if my „Nanad‟ dies, what shall I say to my in-laws”. Anyhow Shiva
mai said “I will eat neither of you but you should give me some compensation. Give me
either fruit or flower”. The „Bhaujai‟ agreed to give fruit.
After this event cue Bhaujai gave birth to seven children, out none of them remained
alive. When she was about to give birth to the eighth child her in-laws turned her out of the
house and gave her a hut to live. There after a few days of delivery a haggered lady (who
was Shiva mai) came and asked for shelter. She was very much tired and therefore chose to
sleep by the side of new born babe. It was Chauth, and the baby‟s mother was performing
the ceremony. But she was very gloomy as she was not sure for the life of child. When Shiva
mai saw her condition she took pity on her and blessed her with the life of her child and also
returned her seven children.
This story is told at the time of the puja. The story probably points to the significance of
the Vrat i.e. children are ensured long life by this vrat.
CHEAT;- Sixth day of the bright half of the month :This is a typical women festival celeberated gay of for the welfare of the son. A day
before Chhat women go to take bath in some pond or river. After bath a square structure of
sand is made. It is wetted by water. „Argha‟ of milk and water or only water is offered to sun
facing west. A pice, a betel nut, and a bali of dhan‟ are taken in jug and it is filled with water.
The jug is kept on the square. Vermilion is painted on it and finally meditation is done for a
few minutes sitting by the side of that square. Two candles are lighted near the square and
two by the side of river. The following song is sung.
I am tired of walking
My throat has become sore of talking
Mother Chhat I shall serve you
Your service will bring me good health
I am tired of walking.
My grand son is asking for sweets
My son is asking of wine
My brother wants brother and nephews
I am tired of walking.
The song simply states the things which the worshipper expects from the goddess
Chhat.The water of the jug is then thrown away and the betel nut and the pice are taken out.
Sweet rice is taken before the moon sets. Strict care is taken that nobody speaks, no jackal or
dog barks and if it happens food taking is at once stopped.
Next day the women go to take bath before sunset. „Argha ” of milk or water is offered to
sun. Prasad kept in an earthen pot is put over the jug containing water, pice and the betel
nut, and then both are kept on a winnowing basket, basket is kept over the squared structure
and the following song is sung.
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I have served you the whole day and night
Ask anything which you want.
At mothers place I ask for brothers and nephews
At husbands place I ask for prosperity
I want endurance for forgetting harsh words
I ask for educated son-in-law
I ask for maid servants to wash my feet
Out doors I want cow and cattle
At home I want prosperity,
The women then come back home and break their fast after performing horn.The above song
is type of prayer made to the goddess and deals with the things woman want as a boon from
goddess.
The village women told me that this was a very important festival and it ensured long life
and good health to children. Every married women having a son keeps this fast.
JUTIA- Kwar Shukla Asthmi : This festival is also celebrated by women having sons. This is one of most common
festivals of the village. There are several instances in which tribais also celeberate it.
Jutia - a long but narrow structure somewhat rice like in shape, made of silver is worn round
the neck by each woman having a son. A woman will wear as many Jutias as the sons she
has. It is believed that celebration of this festival will ensure long life to sons.
The procedure of the ceremony is as follows. Strict fast is kept from Saptami night upto
Navami morning. Women go to take bath in some river on Ashthami evening. On the way
they sing following type of songs.
All friends have come but one
Gaura Dei with her is very wicked
She again and again shuts the door
I shall give a blow and break the door
All the friends will thus assemble
And will together take the bath.
The song simply shows their intention of going to river in a group for taking bath.
Some place in the courtyard is cleaned and besmeared with cowdung for the purpose of
„puja‟. A rectangular structure made of wood is placed there and on this Gauri, Ganesh and
Jutia are placed. They are worshipped by spraying Aipan and applying vermilion. „Khira‟
and flowers of Khira and other flowers are offered and the following is said.
I cleaned the earth myself
Kept the Gauri near Gaur
Now ask Gauri for a boon
My own son may live long.
This is prayer to god for the long life of son. After this the story of Chil and Siyar is
recited. The story runs thus:- Once there lived two sisters a Chil and a Siyar. Chil had a son
but Siyar had none. Chil advised her sister to keep the fast of Jutia. Siyar agreed. So both
sisters when the festival came kept the fast and performed the ceremonies jointly. After the
ritual ceremony was over Chil sat on the branch of a tree and Siyar on a dead body. Chil
suddenly felt that Siyar‟s mouth is in motion i.e. she is eating something. She asked her why
your teeth are making sound. Siyar replied “Oh that is due to Cold".
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This vrat even could not bring fruits to Siyar. Siyar could not get any child. She remained
gloomy for the whole year. When next Jutia came Ghil again asked Siyar to keep the fast.
The fast this time brought fruits and Siyar got a child. Ghil pointed to her that she could
not get a child previously because she did not observe the fast strictly.
KARMA : - Bright Ekadashi of Bhadon. –
This is the most important festival of the village in the sense that all the tribes and castes
celeberate it.
The ceremonials of the festival may be divided into two parts, three parts rather: The first
part consists in the keeping of the fast which includes only women having brothers. The
second part consist of the Puja ceremony and the third part consist of dance and music. The
third part is only performed by the tribals only.
Among the tribals it is customary to cut a branch of Karam tree (Anthocephalus
Cadamba) on the occasion. The branch is then brought by a procession of men to the
courtyard of a village elder where it is fixed to the accompangyment of drums. Men and
women dance whole day and night under the Karam tree sing Karma songs and drink liquor.
The first and the second part of the festival i.e. the keeping of the fast and offering of puja
are commonly observed by both the tribes and castes.
Preparation for celebration of the festival are started from Dashmi. Women intending to
keep fast take bath on Dashmi evening. The fast commences at 4 A.M. and lasts throughout
the day. Puja is done after sunset. The courtyard is besmeared with cowdung etc. and a
branch of Karam tree with five shoots is fixed in the middle of courtyard. An „Okhil‟ is
placed by the side of this branch. Two models of cow dung one known as the Gaur and the
other as Ganesh are also kept. These models are solid structures broad at the base and
tapering towards the top. Few „Jhurs‟ (Seek in Hindi) are kept in the Okhli. All these things
are then worshipped by spraying 'Alpana1 or „Aipan‟ (prepared by grinding race with
turmeric), water, flowers and rice etc. Vermilion is applied on the tree, „Okhli‟, Gaur and
Ganesh. Now the woman who has kept the fast makes one knot in each „jhur ‟ with the thumb
and ring finger. In fact if one has tow brothers she will make knots in two „jhurs‟ if three
brothers then in three and so on. After this finishes the knots are opened by the same figures.
All the „jhurs‟ are then taken together with a lock of hair and held by right hand. Another
woman then pours water on this and asks. „What do you want‟. The other replies „My duty
and brother‟s honesty! Finally the Horn is performed by gur and ghee dhup etc. putting into
fire, and then “Halwa of Tikhur” is taken. Next morning the fast is broken by eating „sag ‟
curd and rice.
Manjhis tell a story about the worship of the Karma tree. There were seven brothers of the
Majhwar tribe who lived together. The six elder ones used to go out for work while the
youngest stayed at home to cook food. He used to receive help from his six sisters-in-law and
when the food was ready he would take it to the field. The fellow was in the habit of planting
a branch of Karam tree in the courtyard and of dancing before it with his six sisters-in-law.
This usually delayed the cooking and one day the elder brothers coming home SB-expectedly
found him thus engaged, tore up the tree in anger and threw it into the river. This enraged
the younger brother and he left the home. He came across several odds on his way till he saw
Karam Deota floating along the river. He tried to draw near him, but a voice from the branch
sternly forbade him to approach because he was a sinner. He then propitiated the godling by
the prayers and was directed to go home. On his return he found everything that had been
evil on his former journey transformed into good. Even his family house which had fallen
into ruins and his brothers who had been reduced to great poverty were restored to their
former state. He accordingly called his brothers together and told them that misfortunes had
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fallen on them because they had dishonoured Karam Deota. And since that time the deity is
worshipped by the tribe.
Here are few songs of Karama Hance :
Man with plough
Ploughing the new fields
O man holding the plough
Your sister is watering cue fields
O man with plough.
The crop has seen destroyed
Children are starving, they are searching rice
Five rupees could bring only a little
I am bringing up the children through
thick arid thin
The crop has been destroyed.
From west came the water
From .east came the wind
This time he yields nave been destroyed
Children are searching rice
They are starving
West is full of grains
East is full of grains
And from these two places came the destructions
Elder brother is sitting on the river bank
Younger brother has gone for hunting to the jungle
There the deers are coming towards their home Through the trees
Swinging their pinna
The gun was at once fired
They died.
Among tribal it is customary to go next morning (Dwadashi) to the river to throw Karma
branch and „Jhur‟ ceremoniously in the water. When they have done so, then alone they will
break the fast.
Karma festival is entirely a folk festival. No brahman presides over the festival.The
festival seems to be entirely a tribal festival, although the castes also celebrate it. The caste
people, it seems have adopted the festival as a result of long association. The worship of
Gauri and Ganesh by the tribals on this day seems to be a Hindu influence; but their going to
river for throwing ceremoniously the Karam branch and other materials of the puja,
moreover the other ritual i.e. their transplanting of Karam tree ceremoniously in tome village
elder's house, and their practice of Karma dance this all show that they have retained some of
their old customs.
By examining the process of ceremonials add ritual etc in Hindus and tribals of the
village it seems that a complete assimilation has taken place in customs and beliefs
concerning this festival.
A process of Hinduization of the tribals has been going on for a long time in this village
and many of the Hindu ceremonies are observed by them. Karma festival is an example in
which complete assimilation of the ceremonies of tribes and castes has taken place. Side by
side with this their own indigenous festival has not been allowed to fall into disuse. Culture
contact with Hindus has resulted in the adoption of few of latter‟s festivals for example Jutia
and Anant.
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A few words may be said about these folk songs and folk stories. These are very old and
are inherited by generation entirely orally. W. Brennand tells us in his Hindu Astronomy,
how ancient myths and allegories originated. He says: “When Hinduism was overpowered
by Buddhism the success of the revolution which made Buddhism the state religion is
supposed to have been owing to a great increase in the population, and a wide spread
discontent among the lower orders, which found in the new Government a relief from the
severe discipline of the Brahmanical and the other high classes. Caste was abolished and the
freedom of subject was asserted. The overthrow of Aryan (Brahman) rule was therefore
easily accomplished. We can only form conjectures regarding the attitude of Brahmans at this
juncture of their affairs. It may be that some of them temperised with the ruling powers
compelled by circumstances to conform to the spirit of the times, and appeared as converts to
the new faith, concealing their opinion to avoid persicution. Others appear to have turned
their attention and literary persuits, and created those allegories fables and tales of fiction
which have since been the ammusement and formed the mythology of the country for many
centuries.”
Some of these folktales contain the discoveries in natural phenomena, and the other
contain few historical facts intermixed with super-natural fiction. They mere over record the
manners, customs and beliefs of the time. Compared with similar stories of different
provinces, these offer interesting material for a comparative study of manners and customs
of different societies at different stages of their existence.
In addition to the fixed periodical festivals there are festivals for special contingencies
such as eclipses which are an occasion for bathing and invocation by Brahman. The
knowledge of science has not spread sufficiently to discredit the idea that the sun of moon
are swallowed by a dargon. The people believe that the old established ceremonies have to
be observed to save the heavenly luminary from being devoured and resort to the beating of
drums and blowing of horns to drive the demon.
Mention may be made of pilgrimages to many places of special sanctity. Visits are made
to them throughout the year while special festivals may attract hundreds of thousands or
more, for example Magh and Kumbh melas, the great bathing festivals held at the junction of
Ganga and Jamuna at Allahabad. Kumbh is held every three years at Haridwar, Allahabad,
Nasik and Ujjain in rotation, so that it is held at the same place every twelve years.
Worship at the pilgrimages may be individual or general. Multitudes may assemble on
occasions such as bathing festivals; or single person or families or parties may set out
separately. In some place offerings must be made individually as for instance at Gaya, where
each pilgrim makes separate offering for the souls of his ancestor in the sure and certain
belief that wherever they may be they will be transferred immediately to the heaven. It is also
said that ghosts and demons may he prevented from haunting persons and places by
performing Shradha ceremony at Gaya.
There are very rare instance in village when people had been to such holy places but they
all know about the value of „Tirth Yatra‟.
ANANT- Fourteenth day of the bright half of the month of Bhadon.
This is one of the most common festivals of the village. Most of the families celeberate it.
There are many instances in Tribajs where they celeberate it. This festival is observed for
prosperity. The procedure of the ceremony is as follows.
Some place in the courtyard is well cleaned and besmeared with cow-dung. Gauri and
Ganesh made of cowdung are seated on a wooden Pirha. A fourteen knotted tread called
Ananta is than kept on it. Betel nuts, pice, and flowers are offered. Aipan is sprayed and
vermilion is applied and horn of gur and ghee is offerred.
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Some milk in a „thali‟ (plate - metalic) is taken and a „khira‟ is rotated in it and the
following questions are asked of the person rotating the khira. This questioning and
answering is done five times.
Q. What are you charming?
A. Sea.
Q. What are you searching?
A. Anant Gosain.
Q. Have you got Him?
A. Yes.
Make a bow to him.
After the ceremony is over Ananta is tied round the arm of each member of the family,
male or female. This ananta must be put off next morning before bath otherwise it cannot be
taken out during the year except when next Ananta comes. Milk of the „Thali ‟ is thrown on
the roof of the hut. Khira is taken as prasad. Lunch is then taken after performing „agyari‟
(putting a piece of each dish into fire) first by males and then by females.
The ritual ceremony of the Puja is exclusively performed by males. This festival is for
general prosperity. The Anant thread, it is believed, brings prosperity. It is said that when
Yudhishthir (eldest son of pandav) asked Lord Krishna to tell him of a vrat which would
grant him kingdom along with prosperity Krishna suggested to him „anant vrat‟ and said it
would fulfill his desires.
DASHAHRAs- Bright dashmi of Kwar.
Worship of bulls is done on this day. They are dashmi anointed with gee and offerred
wreaths of flowers etc. Apart from worship of bull a huge effegy of Ravan is burnt by a man
who acts as Ram. This aspect of the festival is entirely communal and is arranged jointly by
the village members at some place. There they arrange „Ramlila‟ from the first day of
„Navratra‟. The whole of Lord Rama's (hero of Ramayan) life is played and on the tenth day
Ravan is finally killed at the beat of drums.
For the rich it is a feast day. Ploughing is prohibited and therefore it is a rest day as well.
The festival offers a period of recreation and enjoyment for the villagers in their daily
routine. The festival is also agriculturally significant because bulls are worshipped this day.
DIWALI- Amavasya of Kartik.
According to traditional division of festivals Diwali is the festival of Vaishya while
Dashahra is the festival of Kshatriyas. Worship of balance and weights is done. They are
washed with ghee and then offerred flowers etc. Clay figures of Lakshmi and Ganesh are
worshipped this day. Sweets, flowers, and fruits are offerred to them and it is believed that
worship of Lakshmi on this day will bring more and more Lakshmi throughout the year.
Perhaps balance and weights are worshipped because they are the media by which grains are
measured for the purpose of selling.
This festival is also connected with the cleaniness of the house. White washing is done or
cowdung is pasted on the mud walls of the house. Houses are then decorated and finally
candles are burnt and lightening is done in the night. It is believed that candle burning near
the main drain of the home will show way to the godess Lakshmi. Godess Lakshmi goes only
to those houses which are neat and clean. Moreover evil spirits and ghosts will leave the
house when it will be cleaned and lighened (they love darkness, and dirt and live at such
places). One who winsingambling this day, it is believed, remains a winner in all aspects of
life throughout the year.
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If we take into consideration the season or the time of the year we can find some
connection between the origin of Diwali and movement of earth round the sun. The nights
become longer from this day and snow begins to fall on the peak of Himalaya mountains.
This the change of season takes place from this day.
Moreover this festival marks the end of rice crop and the beginning of the second crop.
The worship of balance is probably connected with the belief in weighing of the harvest
products followed by the counting of cash received in selling them.
GAI DARH :- Pariva of Kartik :This festival is observed by those having bullock and cows. These cattle are first anointed
with ghee and then taken to some field. Then a small pig is thrown infront of them so that
they may be provoked to kill the pig. The idea behind this festival is that if some cattle is
caught accidentally by lion tiger or any other ferocious animal, all the cattle may protect their
unfortunate kind and killed that tiger or lion in the same way in which they killed the pig.
It looks as if the festival were meant for giving a sort of training to cattle every year lest
they should fall victim to dangerous animals and may be able to protect themselves in any
such eventuality.
TERAS or SHIVRATRIs Dark Teras of PhalgunThis is a day of fasting in the honour of Lord Shiv. The whole day long fast is kept „Nirjal‟
(without water) or with Phalhar. The Shivling is worshipped in the temple. Milk, „bel-patra‟
„dhatura‟ are necessary things in the offerings along with flowers.
It is believed that unmarried girls if they keep this fast will get a husband as innocent and
good as Lord Shiv himself. Other people keeping this fast will be excused from the sins they
have committed throughout the year. Male females young and adult all keep this fast.
HOLI:- Full moon day of PhalgunA hole is dug infront of every house and a caster tree and a branch of cotten tree are
transplanted on it. Grass, cowdung other garbage of the house and fuel are heaped round the
tree. The heap is then burnt. Gulel is then aimed at the ash and this ash is applied on fore
head. Prasad is then taken after offering Sohari, pua thekwa, gur etc.
Next morning Holi is played. Coloured water is thrown on every person. People also
besmear each other with red powder. In the evening they visit their friends house. They are
offerred sweets etc. specially prepared for this occasion.
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